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I'll never remember the reader's name but remain grateful to ______ … 

 
(please fill in one’s preferred object pronoun, all the stupid rage nowadays. Why stupid? 

We choose & change names; if an incorrect one is used, somebody gets ignored. If one’s 

preferred pronoun isn’t used, a similar solution could apply. Not today! Butthurtness 

[bumhurt in the UK?] and criticism soon follow, plus sometimes penalties from The 

Thought Police. So stupid, dumb and potentially dangerous.)  

 

… for suggesting YooToob channel Inspired which I randomly & haphazardly visit. In the episode 

above, David Icke discusses sinister influences upon mankind coming from what he calls the 

fourth and fifth dimensions, the dimensional border being the speed of light. Mr Icke also offers 

closely related information. 

 

I do realize I sound hypocritical, because I have often said I don’t perform book, video, essay & 

news article reviews, yet here I am telling y’all to do it. Un- or fortunately, I am a reluctant 

“truth meter”. I offer my hypocrisy at the moment because I believe the Q&A following my brief 

description of the video that inspired the below questions, might not satisfy some reader 

curiosity. If you prefer to skip the video, it’s not necessary for this Q&A with The Committee but 

might well help. The last two lines of the previous paragraph are however, description enough.   

 

Here's a hypocrisy example; the other day I received this pleasant request:   

 

“Hi Patrick, the other day I read a story about a device called a chronivisor. Apparently it 

was used to display events from any point in history to a TV-like screen. The link to the 

story is below. I would love to hear from TC about this story. Blessings sir. 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/chronovisor 

 

“….would love to hear from The Committee about this story.” 
 

Anyone can establish contact with The Committee; they’ll answer. When such contact is made, 

they’ll want to know what the questions are. I’d also like to know what the website reader 

wants to ask, but as we can see, that wasn’t included. The essentially nice request asks me to 

conduct a review & analysis for the entertainment of the questioner. 

 

Questions authorize delivery of the information, first gathering it together. The Committee and 

any energetic entity, such as an angel, or an arch version of same, or a soul, or a spirit or a 

being from a faster vibration frequency dimension, will reply to any question put to them 

sincerely. 

 

Oh….I get it. I am supposed to come up with the questions; okay, understood. My 

countersuggestion: book an appointment with an expensive, in-demand medium or psychic. 

Pay the fat advance fee. On the date and time the session is booked, call in / show up face-to-

face, sit down then ask the medium to tell your what you need to know. Enjoy the expensive  

 

 



quiet you could have bought for a lot less money or most likely have gotten for free at a library. 

 
Q: Esteemed Committee, we have often discussed the speed of light. David Icke says it’s the limit of 

human perception. 

C: Correct. Human sensory perception requires the resonant frequency of anything above the 

human speed of light to be stepped down. This is precisely what humans do with electricity, transmitting 

electrical power through high voltage lines, then reducing voltage for end use.  

 

Q: We humans do it with copper coils, called transformers. (For the physicists among us, Ohm’s Law 

refers.) How can higher vibration existence be slowed down to enter our perception field? To make 

things appear out of thin air? 

C: This transformation can be done with physical devices or the mind, but the mind is used to 

create the physical device. Your alien extraterrestrial cousins are the most common users of physical 

devices which exist in the fourth dimension above the speed of light.  

 

The souls of your family members, as an example, use their minds to slow down vibrations to appear in 

your dreams. 

 

Your GAGs also, as we have done with you. 

 

Q: Who are these fourth dimensional beings or entities David Icke discusses? I obviously don’t mean 

to ask for names, but why are they interested in mankind for their own purposes? 

C: They want human soul energy; they want human DNA and they want to inhabit Earth. 

 

Q: I thought mankind is watched over by Sirians, Pleiadeans, Arcturans and others.  

C: Yes, you are protected from interference. No protection from free contact is imposed; that 

would be hypocrisy of the highest order. Humans are permitted to make agreements, make contact and 

to both receive and send back messages and engage in communication. 

 

Q: These sinister entities from the fourth dimension Mr Icke mentions, they…. 

C: Pardon our interruption. This is most important; what is not mentioned is that the exchange is 

voluntary. No humans are manipulated beyond their or your will. Influence is voluntary; if parents 

believe their child is improperly influenced, parents can take steps to counter, neutralize or remove such 

influences. Adults may choose with whom they interact; the well-intentioned majority will offer 

balancing, protective information where this appears beneficial, however the target of influence shall 

remain free to agree or disagree, when only influence is involved. 

 

Humans struggle with the idea they are being fooled, duped or tricked. When this is perceived to be 

happening, it is very seductive to investigate, because it offers great satisfaction to find then root out 

deception. 

 

No human is coerced beyond her or his will.  

 

Q: The fourth-dimension beings are the prime motivators of the HCPs? 

C: Yes. The HCPs are the most sadly manipulated lot of mankind.  

 

Q: Some of the HCPs have regular contact with fourth dimension alien extraterrestrials? 

C: Yes.     

 

Q: How are these beings going to inhabit Earth, if we can’t even see them? Why can’t they come  

 



here now? 

C: Of the seven billion humans now on Earth’s surface, another twenty billion guardian angel 

guides stand ready and in the way of these fourth-dimensional beings. If you humans reduce your 

numbers, so will the collective of your GAGs be reduced.  

 

Q: So we’re murdering ourselves? 

C: Most certainly, reducing population growth as a result of the influences of the HCPs.  

 

Q: What are the HCPs doing and how do the fourth-dimensional beings influence THEM? 

C: The HCPs are using the human created combination of rewards mixed with threats, to good 

effect. The fourth dimensional beings entice the HCPs with glimpses and glances of the fourth-

dimension, and the HCPs have allowed themselves to be seduced. 

 

The mind-losing fascination with the thrill of seeing alien extraterrestrials is an example. Expand this lust 

the nearly impossible urge for a chance to see green men from outer space, one hundred times. Once 

given a voluntary glimpse into what exists beyond the speed of light, such human is nearly instantly 

addicted or hooked as you all commonly say.  

 

Q: So the HCPs get to dominate and manipulate mankind because of the promise of what? 

C: Immortality plus unending wealth, power & control. They are not given this but are promised it. 

The HCPs receive enough mental & information crumbs to make them believe they are superior to all 

humans and are given the illusion of sufficient physical wealth to keep them trapped in the human body 

perception of existence.   

 

Q: Did the fourth-dimensional beings initiate the coronavirus pandemic? 

C: No, however they have influenced the HCPs well over many decades, to train the HCPs into this 

way of thinking.  

 

Q: How can mankind, humanity free itself of these negative influences? 

C: Stop going along with the agendas. Most parents have specific ideas of what children should 

learn in schools and what things fall outside this sphere of education. Why obey school administrator 

commands? Remove them if they are disliked. The recent example of the USAs Dept of Justice 

suggesting that parents who complain at school board meetings about curricula are engaging in 

terrorism? The vast majority of adults, both parents and otherwise, have a good idea already about 

whether this is indeed a terrorist threat.    

 

Q: Given the apparent percentage of voters and observers around the world who truly believe Joe 

Biden received 20-25% more votes in 2020 than Hillary Clinton did in 2016, is astounding, I wonder if 

humans are too far gone with the agenda. 

C: No, not at all. We are not pessimistic, but the purveyors of the HCP agenda would like you to be. 

Have faith in yourselves and our love for you all.  


